6/16 - Cas's office - start test to the last.

Doe my 2, at time. We maintained our files.

Do - 2 outer cabinets + 1/2 inner office cabinets + desk drawer.

AP called 5:50 - 6:30 am. 2/21. Came on 8.

Deb, Linda, ON. 80 all others. Don't remember.

Don't know "Y" in US office. Door closed.

7/21 10:30 - 11. Office locked, out on 1 locked. 55 gone.

20th on 2/21.

2013.

Overheard by Carle. 2/21.

AP - 17, DS, 82, 82 - do get idea of events occurred over day & few leads

We made talk to + ensure not feel pressure or say 2 or any

specific fact. A 25 min.

Tours why might've killed him.

Endured only by 5 - 10 mins. 2/21.

All able. No obj in presence. Relaxed.

Didn't have much to say. Didn't know him

so well.

No reason to review of docs.
2nd - Didn't go into W's office. Didn't help W
with boxes.

Helped her move her 2 boxes - 2
crowns from a WW office -
drove been in the office - 2 he
residence. W praised her work.

Think WW asked if someone could help
her move a box. No specific recall.

WW in office at some O. For not
anyone after - no conversation. Someone may've
told him, he may've heard it.

Bef. funeral. Don't recall
day. Wed. or Th. Stray feeling the later
in day possibly evening.

Don't recall details of getting day by day manifest
for funeral. Remember them night
activity or manifest.

Left with - do WW offices or
hall's area (office). Stair congestion back (up
stairs) rear or on center. Never looked out.

At some O. WW or someone told him
person does of WW & that & they do
reside there old name change to
review them.

Told when done asked to deposit box.

Told expression from same person. He
that he to tell who does so said
...were files maintained in UG office. I wanted to re-check what had been kept there, what was in there. Files kept in UG.

...At least one other woman in last order.

Office area on... vibe? Not... so not u/in right... larger than a box, deeper by 1', wider by 1', 10-20 lbs. Didn't feel stuff. Closed... maybe been another box on top.

Woke up now... Not at carrying box 1½'... both sounds same. Could carry.

Elevator? Wall just area next to gross office... walking by Rose Carl... thin, bald, arm... down to busy area... been redecorated... assume 10 min ups. Crowded hallway... look at... close by 20 doors or 1... straight ahead... go in straight ahead... I spoke to people along way. Don't recall who... not very secure.

Go into room of not fully unpacked boxes. Not fully set up. Last move...
Items stored in office. On left corner:
- Closet no door w/latch. Other boxes.
- Lots boxes on flr. 1/2 unpacked. Maybe no furniture, no room for it.
- Memorabilia: four mementos.

Other in closet. Had to move some and do
- Accrim. box. No recall getting 2nd
- Box in closet. Don't think went to
- East wing. No recall of locked or not.

Chat with man over about UF.
Don't recall anyone in residence.

Wanted for new to finish something.
- Back other side. May have had what
- Was going to be. Sturdy in musiC
- Library. Lift or MD. Don't recall
- Here for the went w/ them.
- Went back to office.

Did not go to lunch.
Some U.S. points talked about had in his office copies U. Inc tax returns —
Saw Cohen work
And why of one's files, even if more,
Left stick in CC's desk on 7/20, no unduly
They had been sent to D Rantke wager
Come do 820 maybe next week
Looked thru files, Carl's office had taken
Steps needed. To regly draft
Transmitted to DOG Unit for these files.

7/21
Phoned by Paul 6 am. in Dr. of by
Gorham
Tony
BN
Betty
Door closed to VF office.
Mr. BPs CG, BN, maybe BN, OR CS
PP interview

5 - 10 minute interview next day. SN present. OR argue yourself to pressure
Office sealed on 21st between 10:30-11. Installed T. Locked it.

Assisted MW in moving 1-2 boxes from WW office to residence.

Room

No specific recollection of MW

MW asked for help. In Council's office at some point. Not paying attention. Inferred she made request.

Before the funeral. Thursday evening. Everyone felt it was dark.
Recall sitting in elevator. Details of petty officers flight manifest.

First lady's office. Near a can a candle.

Someone told me that night that box contained personal photos. Pre-1st to 1st lead. Transferred docs to residence.

Some persons told me they saw the person in V.F. wanted to know what had been kept.

F 126770
Longer than a Xbox box by 1-1/2 feet. 1/2 ft. deeper. Inside by 1/2 ft. 10-20 lbs.

At some point, carried guns. MW carried guns. MW had something in her hands. At some point TC held guns & box. Not sure.

not Deb Golum
Linda Tripp
Betty Pond
MW

so Pres. & First Lady had chance to review personal docs that had been in VF office.

Took elevator. Walked past press office, rose garden, palm room.
Take elevator up to living area of residence. Top floor.

When out of elevator, cramped hallway. Took right. Close by 2 doorways.

Both doors open. Go in door at end of hall.
MW spoke to several people in that way.

Relatively small room had boxes all over. Looked like they hadn't been unpacked. Not a size of B-ship. Not a regular usable room. → Arkansas memorabilia

Closet. Wardrobe. → Campaign moments

Remember having to move some of boxes inside to make room for a box.

Remember going to Best Buy. IMV the entire time.

Some boxes. Definitely notice whether MV loaded door.

Waiting for MV to do something. Remembered calling at other roads. Thought, well be study.

Stuff eg. baseball bat, stuffed animal, pictures in frames.

Reggie W. knew stuff.

Elevator down remember going back to office. MV did not have to do all the way back
[Handwritten text:]

Knowledge of VF file -- copies of tax returns. Remember seeing them when intervened. Files of lit. against the President.

left active litigation files on TC desk. on day died. Kindly matter
unnecessarily referred to Paul Drago
in civil division division of DSF.

looked through files. Seems as if ready to be referred. No action pending.
STATEMENTS ON RENOVATION FILE

Bernard Nussbaum

GRAND JURY 5/26/94:

Q Who selected the files that were Clinton personal files?

A Maggie and I. I mean, we looked and we selected the files. And one of the files we selected Maggie returned, because it wasn’t a personal file. It was really a residence file. It looked like a personal file; it was a file concerning the residence, you know the operation of the White House, which is not a personal file. The operation of the White House residence. But we selected them. But other than that file the other files were personal files.

CHESTON NOTES (7/7):

Decide CL pers’l files to Dl’s lwyrs. --
    tax + invest, fin’l

BN or CS or ?
Call MW. Finished search. Sent VF 2
    [illegible]. Want CL pers’l files out of here too.
    (defined as fin’l; tax; investmt

She comes. fairly soon. They look in drawers w/
    [illegible] etc. Most in draw lt side.

Castleton & MW carry over to residence. } 20 min. at 5:30.
    [illegible] in outer office
    asked to help carry

Files outside -- which forgot about -- incl
    some pers’l VF.

Sent over 1 file re renovation of residence. Returned a few days
later. SN told BN came back }
not pers’l file.

*     *     *

Lock office. Go to funeral next day.

MW or SN told file came back.

Ck w/ DK wh on inventory --
Maybe said to MW -- no -- stays.
But related renovation file
may've gone.

SN or MW told BN a file re: WH residence came back
next wk.

Wkend in Maine

SHERBURRE NOTES (undated):

Call MW -- finished search
   got Foster file       take Clinton
   personal.

Open drawer -- mostly together
told MW to look around

Remember sent over file concerning
residence renovation.
*Steve or someone told BN came
back.
20 minutes.

Spend weekend in Maine

SENATE DEPOSITION, 7/13/95:

Q In the files, did you check to see whether commingled
   in particular files were official documents?

A We sent over -- we did check to see whether we were
   sending over personal records as opposed to White House
   counsel records. And we made an effort to send over
   solely personal records. And actually, one record was
   sent over and returned.

Q Which record was that?

A A record with respect to the residence, a residence
   file.

Q Who returned it?

A I think Ms. Williams returned it.

Q When did she return it?

A Sometime thereafter.
Q  When thereafter?
A  Within a matter of days.
Q  Before the documents went to Williams & Connolly?
A  I don’t know. I don’t remember at this point.
Q  But you’re quite sure that Ms. Williams returned the document?
A  No, I’m not quite sure Ms. Williams returned the document. I believe Ms. Williams returned the document. A residence file was returned. There was a file that was returned because we were making an effort to send over solely personal documents which had been used -- yes -- which were in the White House counsel’s office because there was an official purpose.

That purpose was now over. Vince Foster was dead. We weren’t going to be using those files now so we sent over the personal records to the Clintons and their personal attorneys.

Q  Did Ms. Williams tell you who had made the decision to return that document?
A  No.
Q  Did she say anything about how she came to return it?
A  It’s just some statement, merely that this concerns the residence. It’s not really a private file, although the Clintons live in the residence --

MR. PEDOWITZ:  Can we take a break for a minute?
MR. CHERTOFF:  Can I hear the answer to the question?
THE WITNESS:  And consequently the documents should remain in the White House counsel’s office.

BY MR. CHERTOFF:

Q  Can you remember any other discussion with Ms. Williams concerning this occasion when she returned the document?

MR. PEDOWITZ:  I really would like to talk to my client for a moment and he’ll answer the question.

(Witness conferred with counsel.)
BY MR. CHERTOFF:

Q You've had an opportunity to consult with counsel?

A Yes.

MR. CHERTOFF: Can I get the last question read back?

(The reporter read the record as requested.)

THE WITNESS: As I indicated in my testimony, look back at the record, I'm not certain I even had this discussion with Ms. Williams. I'm not positive. It's either Ms. Williams or Mr. Neuwirth I had a discussion with.

I remember a discussion with regard that a residence file, a file concerning the residence should remain in our office rather than be sent over as part of the Clinton personal files to the Clintons and their new personal attorneys. And I had the discussion either with Ms. Williams or with Mr. Neuwirth. It was one of them. That's what I remember.

BY MR. CHERTOFF:

Q This conversation occurred after the documents had been taken out on the 22nd; correct?

A Yes.

Q And it's very hard to confuse Mr. Neuwirth and Ms. Williams physically, isn't it?

A Of course, but they're both -- they're both involved in the subject matter. The reason Mr. Neuwirth is involved in the subject matter is because Mr. Neuwirth was working on matters concerning the residence. He had been working with Mr. Foster concerning matters of the residence and he was working with Ms. Williams who was involved in matters concerning the residence. And one of them said that file should remain in the White House counsel's office.

Q Who brought the file --

A So why is that so strange, that it's hard to confuse Mr. Neuwirth and -- Ms. Williams and Mr. Neuwirth?

Q Who brought the file back?
A That I don’t remember. Either Ms. Williams or Mr. Neuwirth, even though they’re quite distinct, one of them brought the file back.

Q Where did they bring it back from?

A I don’t know because I wasn’t there when the file was brought back, and I’m not sure it was brought back from the residence or from Ms. Williams’ office where this file was. It was a residence file, and we made a determination that it was not a personal file that we should send to the Clintons’ personal lawyers.

That’s all that happened here. We came across a residence file which was returned to Mr. Foster’s office for Mr. Neuwirth to work on in the future, just like Mr. Foster had worked on residence matters with Ms. Williams and Mr. Neuwirth.

Q It was originally a Foster file; right?

A I’m not positive it was in his office. It was either in his office or Ms. Williams’ office but it was a matter he worked on.

Q But it originated in Mr. Foster’s office?

A I’m not 100 percent positive of that. It may have originated in Mr. Foster’s office and gone out and was returned or it may have been in Ms. Williams’ office and was put into Mr. Foster’s office, but it was a residence file. There was a discussion as to whether this is a personal file that should go to the Clintons and their new personal attorneys and it was determined that it was not a personal file. It was a file that should stay in the White House counsel’s office so we could continue to work on that matter.

SENATE HEARING, 8/9/95:

Sen. Bond. And, in fact, after those files did go over to the residence, they must have been reviewed because one file was returned, was it not?

Mr. Nussbaum. What I remember about that Senator, is that at some point a file was returned, but not necessarily from the residence. I am not positive at this point where the file was returned from. It could have been from the residence, or it could have been from Maggie’s office, perhaps.
Sen. Bond. But you think Ms. Williams returned it?

Mr. Nussbaum. I think Ms. Williams returned it or was involved in the return in some fashion. It was file that had to do with the decorators or the ushers or something, something to do with decorating the White House, which was sort of an official thing. And that file came back. I am not positive if it was one of the files that we sent out. I just don’t know. I just don’t remember at this point.

Sen. Bond. So the file just came back to you out of thin air?

Mr. Nussbaum. Well, somebody -- my best memory is Steve [Neuwirth], who was working on these issues with Foster -- somebody at that point told me that a file had been returned or a file had come back with respect to this issue. That’s what I remember about it.

Sen. Bond. Was it your understanding that that file had been in Mr. Foster’s office, had left, and was coming back?

Mr. Nussbaum. My memory today is vague on that, on that subject. I just -- I just don’t remember. I remember a file came back, and it could have been a file from Mr. Foster’s office. I don’t say it couldn’t have been. It was a file with respect to the residence, with respect to the decoration of the residence.

Sen. Bond. But you do know that the files did go to the Clinton residence?

Mr. Nussbaum. That’s correct.

Sen. Bond. If that file had been one of those that had gone up there, obviously somebody had to take some action to send it back.

Mr. Nussbaum. Well, somebody made a judgment, yes, Senator.

Sen. Bond. Somebody made a judgment to send it back.

Mr. Nussbaum. Absolutely. And somebody must have looked at it, made a judgment. If it was that -- I don’t know if it was that -- but if it was that, somebody looked at it and made a judgment that this is not a personal file and
sent it back.

Now, you know, Senator, there has been a lot of talk about this. You know, I understand that no one, at least the President and the First Lady, did not review files at the residence. Let me say to you, Senator, as far as I am concerned, it would have been totally proper for the President or the First Lady, if they wished, to review their personal files. I find nothing wrong or suspicious about that.
Maggie Williams

OIC INTERVIEW, 10/28/94:

Q Was there a time that you returned a document or documents to the counsel's office or to Bernie Nussbaum, indicating that they didn't belong with the personal papers?

A I don't remember that, but I wouldn't have done that on my own, I think.

Q Do you remember somebody telling you to do that?

A No. I'm just trying to think how I would decide that it wasn't -- shouldn't have been in -- I don't remember returning anything to Bernie. I do remember the discussion about a renovation file.

Q Now, you indicated that occurred on July 22nd?

A Yeah. Right.

Q Was that renovation file already in the pile to be transferred or did you see the renovation file?

A No. I remember asking about it. I don't remember necessarily seeing it in the pile. I didn't look through the pile that was there. I mean, the only thing that I can remember, in terms of specifically, you know, a file that was marked, you know, that I would remember it, would be the one I picked up, the tax related file. I remember that they said "President," whatever. Everything else I didn't even pay any attention to.

Q You don't recall anything else about a document being returned to the counsel's office by you?

A I don't recall. A document?

Q Or a file.

A I don't recall.
SENATE DEPOSITION, 7/7/95:

Q  And did you say, Bernie, I found something marked "taxes"; what should I do with it?

A  I put it on the stack of files. I put it on the stack of files.

Q  And then what happened?

A  I may -- I remember having a discussion with him about the renovation files. And I said should I take the renovation files, and he said no, that has to do with the White House counsel's office. So I remember that was the only discussion, and then I remember either leaving to get a box or leaving because I took a few more calls.

SHERBURNES NOTES (undated):

MW asked abt Renovation file ----> asked Bernie if XXX personal. BN said No, that is a working file.

SHERBURNES NOTES (undated):

Renovation. Couldn't take seriously b/c No public funds. Kaki had decorator's temperament. VF got overly serious. Well on way to being resolved at time of death.

WJC & HRC want to decorate Usher trying to please Decorator from Ark w/ unlimited budget

If cover one, need one or two extras in case grape juice

interviewed by FBI about issue b/c of note -- exchanged mat'l w/ Neuwirth

CHESTON NOTES (7/15):

ushers/renov -- SN more involved aft VF death. MW involved bef. Hard time worrying about -- pillows, no public $, Kaki's decorator temperament. VF viewed overly seriously.
Well on way to being resolved bef. 7/20.
    surfaced again >
    VF note.
that unlim'd time & $,
+ usher - Gary - wanted to plse ---> lack [illegible] 2.
        + need xtras. ---> costs

Id'd renov file for BN. Said part of
ongoing work in office.
VF wldve shown her renov. docs. She had copies
some docs.
Dont recall having VF file on renov. or giving
SN file.
Dont recall disc'g file in VF office
aft note.
Talked lot w/ SN re issue. XXXXX
    rev'd docs w/ him. Cldwve given some
docs
Steve Neuwirth
FD-302, 5/13/94

Neuwirth said that he has no knowledge of how any documents were removed from Vincent Foster's office with the exception of one file regarding the "White House ushers and White House renovation" matter that was assigned to him from Vincent Foster after Foster's death.

CHESTON NOTES (7/11):

Ushers/renov -- wkg on @ time death. Given file by BN or MW the following wk. think after Mon. > 1st Lady or MW asked if SN ld take over proj. Had till doc prod. -- As was. Yellow env w/file flldr, + papers inside + outside flldr. Was VF's file on renov + ushers. Dont recall from 22nd review.

Office Public Integrity -- shown a doc from file. Q re [illegible] line in note.

Given file aft told he picking up wk. -- by MW and/or BN. If got from MW, wdve told BN been asked to do it.
Disc'd w/ BN HRC & MW had asked SN to pick up some subst wk VF had been doing.

VF, MW + SN v close wkig relat. Wldntve surp'd if she had a VF file. VF ldve left file w/MW to look at. MW was very involved w/ -- pt person on renovation.

* * *

No wk on ushers/renov till got file -- knew 0 about it. XXX MW was involved in renov. process/press decisions aft. SN took over proj.
Docs in file show MW @ earlier mtgs when issue came up.

Didnt rec any other files from VF office.
SHERBURNE NOTES (undated):

Matter of renovation of WH and ushers office working on [illegible] VF at time he died. Matter given to Neuworth by BN or MW.

Best guess got it > day note found.

Yellow envelope. File folder inside.
   Documents inside and outside of file folder.
Never disturbed the integrity of this file.
Never got anything else told came from VF office.

Roy Neel/SN interviewed by PIS at DOJ.
   Showed doc from file to investigators.

Either BN or MW told SN being assigned.
BN said First Lady & Maggie wanted Neuworth to pick up work.

MW, Neuworth, VF had very close relationship
MW was person Neuworth consulted with
Would not have been abnormal for Maggie to have had file.

Understood MW was point person
   handled in residence by usher’s office

* * * * *

Never worked on it b/4 got renovation file. MW Heavily on relations w/ press,
   how explained > SN got involved. Could tell MW
   involved < SN took over from documents in file.

Never received any other file from VF office.

GRAND JURY, 2/28/95
July 20 - got in from day, visited and called by Levin, then came
Singer at 9 P.M. - Beauty pages.
Go to Wally residence - Ains on LK, acting to
come down, MM gives up to see these. We do it body,
Once on MT come down - Business seen.
Went to office to see if left anything to make calls.
No recall my orders or written note for child. Do not know if
left the office 15 mins after MT over.
The door open, MM in office
and in sofa enjoying OT and just came in -
OT behind desk. Looked in desk, see nothing.
No idea who, only they recall in the safe.

This office seems more but over...

7/2 maybe.

We describe what found. At of anything, at end, found cold conduct, inventory of people. Will be coming, 8-9 times, will be gone. Confirm suicide. No clue after.

Other

MD either up 12 to start invest. - ST.


Will be回落

M 12. 03.

Maybe check in Amber. Will confirm all.

MD and US Call Klymann. Case of will cause various invest.

Agree to have only later in day.

This comes to an office to contact stuff, report

MD, too. Maybe in the 16th office. Some stuff

come in their lobby's. MD seconds W势恐

takes out photo. In digestion classes & familiar.

MD not in pic. 95 records.

Staff were by,

Decision to sign 12, but don't say.

PM, 2nd 1x 12. 0005, need to wait for MM, phone.

- MD, Mayors. Redbubble (100), 53, 57, 2156. (paper, not made clear). 180, 53, 57,

Bathro, need to look in USC. Add names here.

PM, 10/25 8-5, long hand day.

Funeral arranges. Try made.
I - received.
all of procedure and I in VA office. Nelly, 
Ok essentially looking for witnesses or succedee.
Druke the next day. Do search interview.
Say letters will all in in the obj.
Say card os forfeit and 4s in agency. say said
will conduct search in their presence. Not
extreme here but no obj

Green in WH - 24th, Mr. Gurn - asking what
day. Found not do blank/1o00.
All 4
like that very well rest are some days
All gone/large later.
A what day - 16th?
Druke not 2 at memsige said do it say
Discuss 0 say 5 briefly - to as well, 0 or
in techm - all to higher

let - swt, say, not.
Cn/on in there presence, regarding 1.

At 1414 called W/ Susan Thomec - asked
what doing + why. Didn't say will said a cry
No disc WW.

00 got me very well.

Don't have differences genesis - see you.
See what in 

Tell 05+22 to prep witnesses they want.
Calm them all truth...
May. 19

Dr. [name] sent me the following.

1/22 - 10 static television process, 500 amperes taken.

She had in - have every thing going, finally corrects in objects at range line, encourages both to add function.

1/24 - new deco. I delayed some 3 weeks, 10 curves, w/ bill re how to do it, 2-21 hrs.

Says [name] of Mephisto re how handle deco. I don't recall. Do Y think great concern.

- Said to go in together, examine deco. futures.

- Could not be cleared.

- Cover.

- Privacy.

- Did not do all things, but all did.

- All good.

- All good.

- -

- Also - made by deco. 2-21 hrs.

- Also - made by deco. 2-21 hrs.

- Also - made by deco. 2-21 hrs.

- Also - made by deco. 2-21 hrs.

- Also - made by deco. 2-21 hrs.
announce girl into @ legs if u ask. No signs, I don't recall any illegible or impossible words. I enjoyed my work and I lost interest. Some asked me to files. One by then.

Files in file see if yes, file it on safety detail. detail of dummy search.

Details or were all files. May use as apple off for small role.

Not new file to which light in motion.

Still didn't ask for T, unless any file were on issue.

so time in between reached in box, pulled out file. File T. Item on in was in CEB's 0/1.20. Had 0/1.20 all took to chose to take on matter.

Does instead to get aside - 1952. recent control. File index.


so thin each file. Pick up. Describe. Typically put back where came from.

process involved somewhat. started for some legs. Retold to see things. Put all in file. Said with consider thing to be over.

found great things, here. Check.

Concerned with failure who. Said well set in. Say file it. Send to me 50. If you want to talk ask, ask Kim or Hamilton. Handled to 50.
No objection ultimately went to file - asked to see same. Did the showing.

Also DX.

Poor filing. Id'd as much. Didn't ask to see. Mostly done in shorthand.

Clyde takes my files. Knows. Show all.

Real ear on file - knew classified WW.

Soon setting behind. Said he was coming in directly.

30 out of 50 - sorry, he can't. CS agenda.

Any case - start by back wall. Fall over. Reach in + pull out file.

Put on desk. This is 70.

See no other files. Just back on wall.

Lift 70. File on desk or in belonging.

2 files - 3rd + things they wanted to see. Transferred to storage. Leaves with box full.

in file all. No sign. friendly.

In 1-2 days, 50 to file. Don't know.

No clue reality office. Done.

CS taking notes. Don't know if others were - not much.

No E & O files either office.

Was search office, not all V O files regardless.
After all left.

Decide as quick as possible.

Wilson.

Call Mr. D. finished breakfast. Sent VA to go out quick.

Don't think we'll keep out of here too long.

Carroll? What have they done with it. Plant in drawer, maybe in box. Maybe in office. Don't know.

Changed mind. can't carry over to residence.

Other outside which I forgot about. Need one and VA.

Sent over file. Returned a few days later. Saw edit. CA came back is not sure. file.

1) That process was investigated over.
2) Judge evolved as some sort of material that was files still go to your offices.
3) Did not intend to say as anyone in these matters. Those issues over.

Wanted done at behind, got in my office.

Need the quick. I don't do too official sorts. Very times etc. We had work in here. Going over. Didn't really done. Some for 1/20. Didn't think it was a good idea over.
No hot of file landed over.  
Just co x what gave jock.

Lock office.  To be finished next day.  

NOW on 52 file came back.  

DC & DK not on inventory.  

May be said to med - no stays.  

But selected renovation file may be gone.  

NOW on 52 filed 50 a file came back.

next week.  

Wheal in Maine.  

MM - 7/26 - tell SK do 50 from office  

laundry files so can check why  
files are other ways.  

Collect gifs  

He said to SK.  

Also taken to filing yard on third or 26th.  

My two had just been issued.  

or mailed back in  

Called Sandy to office.  SK at table joking  

together pole.  Kind of they had been joking for  

20 said joking eye.  dummel case over to  

Put in box fell out.  

Wanted to make some cases.  Nice.  Very unusual.  

Want to see MM.  Remembered in Ch's 66 office.  

To C. Barton.  Called into FTC office.  Both told.
Dear Sir,

I am glad to learn that the situation is improving.

My wife and I have been in touch with Mr. Brown and Mrs. Brown regularly. They are both doing well.

Please keep us informed of any developments.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
morning office, can’t get already have formal files out, had for get good in that disagreed.

My Tom told him called. Wanted to know what Legg’s cox judgment procedure followed? Said yes to some object.

Aft note:

DID IT look in his case?
7/20
Best day in history of counsel office. Toughest thing to do— FBI.

Paged at restaurant. Good flow residence.

Occurred to BN to go to office.
1) Look for note
2) Call staff

15 minutes > Larry King goes to office
see door open
light on

Magic on phone
Patty behind desk

What doing. Patty says looking for note.
Look on desk. Patty opens her 2 drawers. Looking for something.
Bones that he left for note find.
Leave together. BN observes
Them leaving together.

Remind walking around WO that night.
COS suite. Speak w/ Frank Matthews about garbage. Said fine—let's remove.
Barton, Ray, Neil. Someone walked in
I was at the Council's Rickwood no put in Rig/Neil office. Dr. Kenneth in Swinn
Loggins. Put in alarm. Left around midnight → made call at home.
7/20 - woke up to LF call asking if SN had fired Vince. Went to hers
Betty Pate already there. Nice Legal.
She knew people at SEC office so she straightened up.
10am PP mtg in Watkins office. GS, Kennedy, Livingston probably in.

Discussion at staff mtg w/ GS & Nevin re scaling .
Not crime scene. Didn't scale up to now.
What's the harm →
called SS/Slaves to come up.

The management review/remark
Please → go to Watkins' office. This was a report of what PP had found. Confirmed tự make a suicide.
noon.

Often PP shows up. Want to speak to people. Realize multiple inquiries -- SS FBI. Kidder -- discuss Mac K (Boston).

BN calls Seymour re. being whispered by multiple.

10-15 min. Pres. comes to office as Mac. in BN office. Telling stories about White.

Decide to call WH together in OEOB -- Pres & BN going to speak.

2-3 pm -- Pres & BN waiting for Mac -- tied up in economic plan

Most of PP in BN office. Maggies, Roger Adams. They want to talk in VP office. Failed. BN late. 5 pm. Long day.

Know sensitive stuff.

Fresh file.

5 CT

Talking abt slander, note or extortion. Threat -- looking for in NM methadone
way. Come over tomorrow.

Want people prepared for interview. Tell them lawyers in an interview.

Come in an conduct interview. Conduct appropriate search of files.

I will conduct search in their presence. They didn't object.

Barton/McCarty/Quinn asking what's going on. Injury not being reported.
Barton principal.

Don't let people rummage through
unopened

Quickly prep
Start to prepare/calm

Come in next day and start interview.
No objections to lawyers present.
Delay a little bit still in WTF.
Despite grand rules of Magnuson,
got 2 or 3 - were in 3 days)

Dunraven - showed me
male judgment instead
any way ask

desire what I am doing at.

Did not represent telling all VPs.
Request was to review office,
not a deliberate decision to avoid
losing formal in antirenew files.

Not a scanning files. A scanning
Vince's office.

To file
3 times mentioned in brief bag
BN took. To file the doc's going to
work on it.

Up to June last 7 - 7% yrs.
Bill Burton there -- cast 7 characters.

Made a pile of stuff related mostly
contemporary/recent contacts.
Also found personal stuff of UF.

Lease, checkbook, etc. Got to Spafford.
No objections. Ultimately went to SP
who showed everything.

Told SPD did
agree to see Spafford
material by asking
Spafford.

Going through drawers, see Clinton
personal files -- tax files. Didn't
ask to see it.

Sloan said FBI looking.
Reach into briefcase pull out file -- ledger
file -- kept file on desk.

They walk out. Say back to Gram
later -- day or two.

As far as I'm concerned -- done. If
wanted anything could ask Spafford.
Realize more Foster, personal.

Clinton personal goes to Clinto.
Bennett representing

Investment files
Financial files
Tax files

Call WW - finished regular got Foster file. Take Clinton personal

Spent time together to do WW's look around

Remember sent our file covering residence, renovation.

Have or someone told BN came back

26 minutes

Spent weekend in Maine.

4/26 - Monday - Tell News with JD's inventory to call distribute coding files. Collect personal files to send to staff.
Nunnith now completed list. Called PR to come back to office. Nunnith got up called to camp staff - putting things together. Come in go over clock again. Remember reading it. Knew it found on VF due, had been burned if we - knew immediately and created

Sit.

Wanted to make sure WRC, AR
Knew about it. Went to Mainland remembered he in Chicago VP Pres.

Bob Brown.

Got HEC - looked. Said do what you think needs to be done. Arthur
Brown, Bernie, Memm - called
Mark, Bryan, Mark. Not discussed

Now.

Called Memmott. Said LF
coming in next day at 3 pm. Asked to
and of post 2 thing in SF. Wanted
WEt me hang up told what he
wanted to say. Prepared message
Put in envelope, etc.

Further conversation at Mark & Bryan
Now any I will be turned over. Copy
to make decision. HRC will make
in decision to hold over.
Assuming potential legal issues.

Next morning. Lisa F. coming in again.


She is calm. She didn't think a suicide note. Turn over. Hanged.

5-6 pm. Called AG. (6/4 pres.)

5-6 pm. Saw Pres. He knew. Told her to kill Mark Beigen. Didn't want to see.

AG came in around 6-7 pm.

Rory, Heyman, Mark BN. Maybe Neumann. AG said give to PP. Heyman called PP 6:30. Showed up 7:30 later. She still fine. He looks at note.

Late investigations regarding note. Expected to cooperate.
At same point, Hyman called at home (maybe 7/21). Said we've keep all docs in file. Responded: don't argue. This is a company issue. Also, all transferred files out.

Could have done 28th or may have been 22nd.

Tom Collier called at some point. Asked if I made it look bad.

Note: I stated need asked for additional documents.
Sept 12

1/3 - see for SW.

- met with together on hose /s 9 am. 11 am.
- stayed in Week w/ SW. see [illegible]

in NY w/ hus and Janie ([illegible] 10 cm.)

- Paul Hearings - by 4 p.m. affairs.

- contacted SW, loved.

- 3/13 - scheduled, drafted course, cases.

- general files (speeches, stories, speeches) & get done on alphabetical files

- illegal w/ VC as needed.

- 3 14 - Activities - cyrillic, there's a bill. Mary [illegible]

- Deb Goolden - asked to VP (then VP, BB)

- Elain Rubin - did mail for 6:00.

- Tom Carlinson - 8/17 - took over mail &

  handled of official files

- Linda [illegible] - will update. Care when

  [illegible] in Dec ([illegible] July) hired

  by office staff July

- 7/23 - learned of suicide. [illegible]

  [illegible] learned here of right off. [illegible]

  message SW to [illegible] called all

  [illegible]. The [illegible]. Called to LT.

  [illegible] had called 1 7 right off.

  Came in early - 7 a.m. (v. 9:30) - asked to put today,

  called off. after 1 1 a.m. to access

  of [illegible]. Called [illegible] [illegible].""
Sitting at Desk - called two friends. Ask standard.
Steve N. came on 2:10. Dale and BN's
office. Heading for BN.

28 Linda Rugg came in. - in years. Tore up all
right, all fall for everyone to stay
out of BN office.

Deb comes in. - Tim arrives,

Held called Tom C. from home - didn't want
him to learn from news.

Cheryl, Bird, Cliff, came over to BN's office.
25 arrived 2:20 - 2:30 in maybe. Went into his
office + closed door.

Tried saying to guests to come up to guard
the office. Called, BN: no, told,

BN office. Plus came + called again.

Some knew what to do. Everyone came to
2nd floor. Jumped out of BN, 2nd floor. Tore
toff, jumped up.

BN office. Then came to BN: they said
upstairs.

Forty to do everyone. Turned for coffee. Sat back
up with most of right. Talked casually - green
wall. BN office. BN stopped out
did get you from 2nd floor.

BN, BN + look in window. Mark
jumped from 2nd floor. BN
and then.

I called you. Boy, I called you. I called you.

BN office. Ask, BN now?

@ noon. BN phone 40 min.

I'm not in office. BN there all done
at some point. Sunday calling with fire
gate in place. Closed office doors for few days
d to jump. One morning, took finished
500 up to 2nd floor 3:30. QB left there. Drive to leave 2 keys.

47 fire when done. Next week.
BN got keys.跃91. Other to Del C.
CLL hold back. Ten, Lindy & Kathy met & said CLL she was
wondering if we would do it there. She said CLL she would
want to do it there. CLL she thought of money & all, CLL
while? Lindy & Kathy went into Bldg office
20 & asked if it was allowed. Just fell in turn
buss what happened. DONT worry about CLL
CS 475 then 60.
I am well & am - held every, fake when
CLL 9/8 & 9/20 all over the place. Didn't
know who they were. Very much mystery all over
know whoever. I do thing - 9:30
but actually didn't start till 9:25
Dan Bennett came in to cover phones,
for Carol & Bruce's office for int. - 9/25/Cliff
But I say 5/8, 6/8, 3/4 & cliff
Ask what happened. 9/20, 9/21, 9/25
when last saw. My verdict is 7/20
Not go in any enemies, or anybody murder
CS notes of int.

This is in Rose Garden @ Bush announcement. Cliff reminded me of that in interview.
We self report, more dea.
Bob came in, they have a chuck bed in a
may be who? I self one.
and anybody else? CS Signal June 9/20
House did it 9/20 earlier on am.
Not make confusion. Not go furthering.
No one commended on 9/20. No one seemed to go.
No witnesses. 9/20.

30 mins. Testable.

Work back at office. Charlie.

Thus after. - all go into Bldg office. Charlie
Hello everywhere, etc. CS to ? in office. Charlie.
No; CN obj. FTR & to Bldg. 9/20. DONT comment. 9/20 coming in.

7/20 6/120 April VF. 1:40 up
[Oct. 20. Suggest still in Of. as - Have Tom
get copy & index. Not other sent to
W's office.

Take Monday off.
Matters VF working on -- health care / HRC / blind trust request guidance on how to limit responses to questions about other matters VF working on.

Aware of VF -> work for HRC.

\[1/26/93\] -> been here in transition since 6/4 that worked at 
BN in NYC before that. Met VF in transition session in NYC before inauguration.

7/20 late Tuesday evening BN called at home. BV at office. Told him Betsy had called himself. Called afterward. He in DC.

7/21 Betsy in VF office - not sure where. Believe Betsy only one arrived. Told her she held came VF office as it was. Sunken wall out.

Thursday morning, BN arrived. Others from counsel's office came over -- stayed. Meeting in grand room on 2nd floor with BN and counsel's office.
Police. Kennedy was in BN office, mentioned he had been asked to 10 VF body.

Counsel staff gathered - President mentioned with Mac. Mac may have only been present at late 10:00 staff mtg. Not really a meeting. At some point a discussion leading to conclusion that ask SS to real VF office. No one said it was a good idea or shouldn't be done.

I called Watkins and asked if he knew appropriate person to contact to put lock on door. Gave him 2 names from VU/S5 detail - Mr. Flynn. Not confirmed. Made call. In response to call, agent posted at door. Late that day, lock placed on door.

Some recollection that BN in office just to sound inside to fall to climb a wire fence.

When President counsel office, BN got pick.

No recollection of discussion about suicide note.
Those participating in the access discussion were BN, CS, and Bill Kennedy.

Watkins meeting -- may have given some benefit of circumstances of finding VF.

At some point when people in internal affairs had arrived, BN, CS, and VN asked them if they knew any reason VF killed himself. All said 'I don't know'. OR it in group or individually. Told about day before.

Nothing of consequence. Delments talked of conversations with Lisa Foster, related to financial matters.

Wed p.m. - Maylis and Roger Adams were present. Meeting in the BN office. Aware Berenice talking to Heymann.

Know that Maylis recommended that.

Any conversations about VP Omni focused on privilege - could people have access. VP ammo. Still claiming privilege. Omni used material in core zone of privilege.
Magnoff proposed that DOT could play a role in California. That materials in VOFF were in fact privileged and not related to

NNW concerned proposal a problem.

Bruce said DOT should access privileged materials. Common understanding that pin is one that allows DOT to maintain privacy with internal deliberations.

Bernie said and have to think about. DOT proposal doesn't solve problem.

After initial meeting, understanding that DOT will think about.

DR Connor. Magnoff said it may be helpful to have DOT determine privilege issue.

Rob Adams was detailed before going to World Heymann/Magnoff.

Entz occurred on first day (21), with no conclusions reached.
At some point on Wed, request made to Counsel to interview -- made by VP -- maybe FB IS.

Further discussions:

Thursday mtg began in Mack's suite and ended up in VP office.
BN, B, SN, BL, JQ

Topic: What to do about request of investigators about what to do in light of privilege concerns.


WF purpose of search: look for murder note. Writing by VF.

Discussions ended too late before investigators. Adams, Mayfield, pinned up. Understand BN had made decision about how to handle the search.
At some point in War PA, BN awar
she was concerned about issue of
investigation going into VP office.

BN said he had been talking to Susan
Thomas - left SN unimpressed
by the call she said RPA concerned.

BN spoke periodically to Susan Thomas -
Not unusual.

SN sat with Deb Graham, Tom Castleton -
Handwritten notes

In one of interviews, made call to
PP and mentioned someone from
Counsel office planning to sit out on
interview. CS & SN may have
set up on PP interview with BN.
SN interviewed - CS present.

During Deb's interview, Q asked & SN
thought the lead not give full answer
on issues with the lead produced to
Counsel office. Didn't say anything
during interview - not conclusive.
Red Cliff + Piers may not return.
Red agreed not to make arrangements to tell the scouts who interviewed her to get this info.

Maybe > Search had Del provide info to PP & FR to listen to Del's further information.

Just before mine, had sens
investigators gathered at the COFFEE suite. OK, I came into BN Office to
tell about grand rules.

Not a search. More like a review.
Effort to accommodate PP request to
find out what in VT Office & minimize risks to personnel.

BN named person who was leading
enrollment. Give general description
This is a: " -- identify subject
matter. If personal info? let them
know what amount of material was
Investigations made requests to
remain. Each accommodated
with few days, search.
At start of process, Magstris asserted position that OSS be allowed to confirm BN's characterisation y does.

Bernie did what he did. File of personal items, pile of items asked to review.

Don's stuff/feeling newspaper article. At conclusion of day, agreement of all present. Spat and removed documents.

Not in room throughout process. But after three.

People in room, including the FBI agent, trying to see what BN was saying. Sh whisper/mentioned to Cliff looked like trying to see. Cliff said something--trying to make what BN looking at. Keenly BN, tried to calm down.

window

BN CS

Sn
Not sure in room when BN did any cleaning. Remember being aware. Felt sure.

2000028 inconsistent with current recollection. Preliminary #. No recollection.

Whether BN removed does from bag.

No recollection of brown bag.

3717699 Not sure in room when I ended.

Request review on what was on computer. Asked for phone logs and calendar.

At some point that day BN said it'd be a good idea to do inventory. At some point BN said to inventory B. On Sunday looked on computer.


At some point investigators left, CS in BN's office perhaps catalyzing. May have seen MW in office.

Later became aware that does removed.
Dwight sent an e-mail to General Barnett introducing himself. He said that he had received certain materials from the VP office in capacity as outside attorney for Cladema.

He said he would be getting them that weekend. Something's missing to know what. No details.

Matt's conversation with Bill and Leslie about working on the VFA at the time he died. Matt's given to Nebworth by BW & MW.

Best guess got it, no note found.

Yellow envelope. File folder, inside documents inside and outside of file folder.

Never discerned the intent of this file. Never got anything else from Cladema folder.

Re: Neil's SN interview by PBS at DOT.

Screen doc from file by investigators.

SN being SN being.

Note: The BW & MW told fasttrack.

First lady & Maggie wanted Namath to participate.
MV, Neumit, VF had very close relationship.
MV was with Neumit consulted with.
Would not have been abnormal for Neumit to have had file.

Understood MV was point person handled in residence by others officer.

Consider involving Healthcare Task Force > whether NFRC full time
Due of Federal govt. > 6/22 meeting in Chicago
Got involved in Healthcare issue.
All purpose POC in counsel's office for First Lady's office.

NFRC, Melbourne, MV

Never worked on T 104 got notification file. 1st family or relatives of press,
Then explained to SN got involved. Could tell MV involved. SN took over from
Documents in file.

Never received any other files from VF office.
PP/AGF interview. Recall CS not in.
Aiding whether anything aware of that.
Indicate was or was not possible.

We're headed s/t to presence of CS.
at interview.

NY Times story → Post response in press briefing.

Yesterday staff went to do
Inventory. Purpose of inventory to
Let BN know what was in
VF office so he could know who
needed to pull them up.

Lunch after weekend. Tried to spread
Took lunch break.

Finished inventory
late in p.m.
Nothing except desk

Computers & Directing
when VP kept various things.

BN said put rest of VF material. Found
large blank with photos of VF's press &
departure. Put in box. Do not let get
damaged. Put away beach bag. Thought
belonged to Voice. Packed it up carried
it over. IP put in top of box with damaged parts. Turned it to fit in top of box. Pieces of paper fell out. Looked inside. Rubbed hand in box and found some.

Said to one PC - page here. Started to piece paper together on table in BN's office. Saw handwriting - looked like Mr. And writing & V. Under complete paper of paper. No collection number.

At some point BN transcribed. Later.


BN went next door and returned with HRC. BN printed to table. Said this hadn't been found. Minimum discussion. Mack called back w/HRC still in room. When Mack call began, HRC said it important for people in room to
Decide how to handle it. She left. Begun a called place. Determined to tell CF had been found S/F by doing any thing if vote. Also, told President. But not point in immediate Justice when files could be told. Spoke Typhon in congressional delegation. Want to next day. Necessary for CF to see vote.

BN took pieces & put in envelope in drawer in desk. SN received. BN had already made depository.

Resolution of BN. BN is Neuwirth no note. Matters related Poignancy matters. -- To eg.

\[ B^2 \] -- legitimate question. \[ B^2 \] really related to suicide. What was nature of obligation to make note available. Investigators BN is B2 thought useful to do research. Werner a question about making it available. Just anticipating questions the next day. Relevant principles of 1st Amendment.
Not aware of any materials for withholding vote. Spoke to BN at 9:00. Not again until later in day. knew CO and HT at BN again midnight. Later learned that Rev / Tyson → to DOJ or PP.
March 93 → personal secretary

Garett 1974 knew BN House Floor Impeach Inqury staff - Head of Sr. Counsel to Judiciary Committee Domestic Asst. at Typing etc.

Maintained contact ~ every 3 yrs or 80 to NYC. Dinner in Jan.

Worked at Paul Hastings  
Legisl and): Affaires

Wanted to work in Clinton Admin.  
Contacted BN and re hired for

Scheduling BN task  
social/entertain

Drafting Correspondence  
Maintained personal files  
Appointments, speeches, etc.

Alphabetical files

Others → retirees from 025  
Cynthia Metraux (end) day June
Deborah Corham → Vince

girl hired to go mail to Elaine Rand

replaced by Tom Casselton

(1) 11-17)
Tom kept official files - guys in military, EDs. Subject files.

Linda was on float. Came up and filled in. 2 o'clock in the day and

remembered by one file in the only.

Organizations floor first few weeks of

learned of suicide on morning of 7/21. Towned phone off. Turned on in a.m. WFT operator

threw bottle. Sam pathed through it.

Linda (Coyle had told her.)

Came to work at 7 a.m. (usual time 9-9:30)

opened outer door. went into WFOffice to

access WFOffice. Called Coyle and told him from

bellevue. Back to WFOffice.

Coffee table spread papers. News Cleps

dropped. Straightened up & turned over

2 minutes. Closed door to WFOffice.

Called BN for instructions. He said

to let degree go into WFOffice.

Nearth in next around 7:30. into

BNoffice. Linda came in. Jeans. Awoke

all night. Told her that no one was to

enter WFOffice.
Bob called Castleton before left. He didn't want him to hear on radio.

Deb Graham / Tom Castleton in office.
Cheryl, Mills, Beth, Cliff. All in BN office.
BN came about 9 or 8:30. Ed left BN office & closed door.

Shared effort to seal office. Edvert
Know how to make it happen. Pond &
Spriggs made calls - military
Pres. SS. maybe about 10.
Someone came over. There was
President. BN went down to see Pres.
Advance people came in & said
President came up. We was can
Photographer with him.
DK Mark with him.
Asked for coffee. Up all night; need of
input. Casual chat.
BN took into his office. BN stopped
out to go into forth floor to get
photographer
Wir. Enard left in. Took Wir. Pres. left.

Nervous flight with Pace. Made of BN speech
Rehearsed. Agent still there. At
some point started calling 200smith, or
Administration.
BN and Betty stayed until 9:38 that night. Both left before 10:30 p.m. Benis left about 9:28.

Guard with keys downstairs to guard. BN one copy of keys gave them to Bob Graham now Midnight.

6:30 - 7 around when they used BN told us not to go anywhere said at some point BFB etc will want to interview.

Went into BN's office (linda going home bus to Columbia -- couldn't get off as far as could). He said did it probably be interviewed. Maybe Cliff, Stevie. Not to worry about it. Routine. Tell the truth.

Interviews at 9. Held 7 actually happened until 9:30. Pam Barnett (BFB) came in to cover phone. In Race's office. PP. BFB -- seemed like 4 people there in addition to Cliff.

Voice dependent depressed woman. VF. sequence of events on 7/20. What did the day.

Cliff saying little until morning before going for test in Rose Garden. Must have talked to Cliff the night before 6. He knew she had told him that she had seen VF in Rose Garden.
Freeman nominated.

BN came in about 15 minutes. May have introduced self.
Every thing going OK? asked.
Cliff waved OK. Felt amicable.

1 minute appearance

Interview lasted 1/2 hour. Returned to office. Chaos.

Thursday afternoon next entry of BVT of Barrie/Cliff.
Paged VF for Maggie around 6:20. She called VF. Bets agreed to page.
VF was said OK.

Just 6:45 VF: Paged still in VF office. Bumped around 1st clear at 6:49. In
dusk. BN says index from dead pool. Deming. Time they were
dragged BVT again and he sent file them over to Kennedy's office.

TFK Tuesday 18.
motivation issue?
Health care why? blind trust - Safire quote

166 Chief talk - here in present role - in NY
does not have NY ties.
166 out of 166 for many in present role
open minded w/ their 166 today all sort here -
first few exchanges

two might 11:30 called from office to
say RF had killed self 2nd called
again.

Case in early nineties 730-8, Rand Straight
to RF's office. Episode passed. Also had at
2 the annual too in NY office.
Ethan in office when 1st arrived -
when I was w/ coffee.

tried to talk. The candidate was obviously
in office. Near desk? Chair been
thrown on desk? Can't recall.
Interview none else in alc.

2nd called. RF called leave office as
was to come out. Raising him back to leave
as was. They committed suicide.
All walked out of RF's office. Not carrying
any grief.

The thing is RF

arrived. Other began cane over 1st
night in 93 for office talk. First w/
regexp 60. Maybe Rogers.

RF in NY office - second one told Body
went by Park. Also 3rd came to office to follow in
office. + RF major concern ours today.

method of body...
Staff going on early. Doree called back 85 to read office. Not much going.

We asked Whittie if asked him how to do it just back. He said call
in phone or 85 not informed.

Whittie asked them agent called @ door. Others that they had not on.

We went to office and hung up phone. The first came up - 85 went in to get kindergarten picture to show Mrs. Bob by it by then. All before noon assembly
at which 0, m + 8 scored.

Don't recall disc at the that am.

At some go on arm, after Linda, Deb. + 8 got all there - 85 was asked then if I had
any reason with lady of Mr.

And talked about what had happened in phone day before. What noticed,

Deb mentioned cause of if in final matter - one of VJ is judicial issues. W's are
seemed normal.

Staff, my 202, Wednesday, 12-12-70.

Wherea well / by - good by well pm 11:41 / pm.

Of Mangle, Adams + DD + others
in 2nd office. Have been to discuss
money. 85 told DD was out of contact.

Think DD agrees to that the in here.

Well / there. 85 m + 8 out office. Doesn't
recall at contained one told of ... just
aware occ.
Three am - started 250's. Sth. ended on 10

11:30, Burton, CA, B1, 5W

- 2am. Quinn. On 154, the may be

most of the work in 154. 1 has key to office. in 154

supervise there. Quinn is in custody

Point everyday of offense. Where do they go?

in those cases. Quinn is in custody there.

free access to files, given nature.

See 1'salog expressed views - own the sit. jin

and have rule to oversee what occurs in 154.

Every worker has key to office.

See 11:30 reg - 11:30 diag. 11:30

call, make a doc. in office re this

case. made a doc. in office re this

case. Discuss no doc. extensive that.

Off by 11:30, or so. Disc ended not

do any filing. may and al showed up.

At some 10, 1 was made docs

to ground as child.

No direct cause there in 154.

At 10:40. WTH, 11 was aware

154. 1 was made aware

154. 1 was aware of 

concerned about more money.

call to 154, off. 1 was

done. the 154 in 154.

154. 1 was done. 

some 10, 1 was made docs

to ground as child.

No direct cause there in 154.

At some 10, WTH, 11 was made aware

154. 1 was aware of

concerned about more money.

Off the 154, off. 1 was

done. the 154 in 154.

1 was done. 1 was made docs

to ground as child.

No direct cause there in 154.

At some 10, WTH, 11 was made aware

154. 1 was aware of

concerned about more money.

Off the 154, off. 1 was

done. the 154 in 154.

1 was done. 1 was made docs

to ground as child.

No direct cause there in 154.

At some 10, WTH, 11 was made aware

154. 1 was aware of

concerned about more money.

Off the 154, off. 1 was

done. the 154 in 154.

1 was done. 1 was made docs

to ground as child.
Interview - sat in Mr. Deb's room. Have taken
notes for both. Sherry been present w/ Deb & interviewees. The window
so called 8th agent at school, they
call said old sit in. - Several tie dyed
obj Js to desk present @ interview.
Co myse sat in on 50% int.

They also int. & asked. Then a later
felt - hadn't read much info & had heard
of 8th's office earlier. Didn't feel place to
speak during interview. Interviewer - there was
call from 8th & Mr. x & called an audit union
overUnion. At time of 8th C.S. &
put down, there was concern. Co least didn't
dislike busing to arrange for Deb to call
rest. They r each other, need,
asked Deb of them most wanted to ask if
conf. killing. Said yes. We asked if/what
interviewees to come into 8th & Mr. Deb
did of issue.

Don't know if we use info. Just by now,
investigate gathering info 8th's office.

Access - to accused, we may do find out what
was in 8th office in daily meetings
later.

We want info re interview where, and interview
of 8th's office depending on item.
I'd unsure of what to make of info.

We thought we had to move zero.
All simply accommodated.
At first - my repeated views - did not agree. After further considerations, I still hold to my position. It appears that the scheme of things is not as straightforward as it seems. The additional objects in the scene are crucial. In conclusion, your idea is correct.

At conclusion, your idea is correct. All must not in 
my opinion. The four corners and 
many, not for my sake.

All else apart, there is no need to. May be intersected by CS. At some point, CS said - you're not looking to read that 
or you. Still to be seen, remarks. All good.

\[ \text{sn} \]

\[ \text{CS} \]

\[ \text{DTM} \]

\[ \text{Mr. would be useful.} \]

\[ \text{Not sure in this when we'd.} \]

\[ \text{Don't recall.} \]


\[ \text{Not in particular. Mud not in single.} \]

\[ \text{No recall as what that did not buy by.} \]

\[ \text{Dont think of it as locked up at first.} \]

\[ \text{No recall on our buy.} \]
that was when issues ended. We did further
work enough for file. P.D. & C.

asked if we what was on paper in
office. P. for time logs & calendar.
also outside office needed come up or focus on.

It's not later, 8:00 around to be inventory
of what was in office. P. funeral next day,
and sent the intend 81 of 1:00. Mon.

On Monday - look on in camp. Nothing
of note.

Dick & Frank related this.
He - mower - child's, 2:13 of Church related this.
He - mower - cute, 2:05 of 4:00.
Dick & 8:32 of 8:00. Did not care anything
of note by 8:00. A. in CS. Have located.
E. interface 2/08.

not aware any mowing person had chair,

At one of 11:00, 11:10, CS + AR in VG
office perhaps to do one further only. Have
3:00 went in office was 2/00.

Here do like 9:00. Fit battle. Rob Buckett
who told self. Incidentally we will be need
 certain files from VG's of file in camp.
A. C. way, also indicated getting that
extend + send something about talking
to WD about it. Didn't have details and
how were in two yet. A. bring file and I.

We're also 10:30 on a live death. Given file
by AR on WD the following. P. B. 1:00
in WD asked if we old data over past.

Had kill doc ready to. Follow now wif file file
+ opened outside file. Was VG's file on noon.
t users. Don't recall from 22nd review.

Office subject indexing - b/c user a doc from file. I recheck file in note.

Given file of 22nd I did not pick up ids - by "we" to DA. By 22nd user mid, it was felt I am the usual to do it. Disc'd 8/7/84, but my mid had attached to pick up instead of file had been done.

Wk, mid + SW v clear any rel. Manager sup'd if she had in va file. Va clerk left file w/mid to look at. Mid was very involved w/old person in renovation.

Health care why took file - foreign? All open yet?

Issues. What rules applied.

Health care took file. Doc of fin, file, ETS.

Wk v. involved too. And paid info.

So wk in mkt's name still got file. I knew 0 about it. Mid was involved in renov. process/issue.

Docs in file show mid took over 9/84.

 Didn't see any other files from wk's office.

Handwritten by 08/31/84. Had on Thurs.

CS out in it - not contractor.

They will query unsure of do confirm. "We" remember why. I have to obj.'n to CS person. Nothing less than copy. It says.
Belt in doorway - 20 yr old engat to cool's off abdust. Bass cay next pew - back 20 yr old referred. Ciar cay - 2nd 20 yr old.

He was surprised if anyone suggested any of this as they don't feel fully ergo.

Note - More.

Son, 2nd shift 1st. Begin inventory of bins in office. File 40 full bin so old necess, 162 yr old hung back.
Door had been forced open. wegen. 2nd 62.

Debi - 20 yr old say, 'I'm after submitted. Debi grew up in grove where what once was 20 yr old asked to get same stuff. I was given some Six.
Attended my / Wednesday, 24th, had meeting, in my office. Made lunch with Justice and was able to discuss my
issue with him. He agreed to assist me. I made note of this, and he promised to look into it.

As for what else is a question to me.

I also made note of role of Justice.

F 126812
Whit Griffin

9/14/94

in 60s; called from JR. jet had asked to go to family
grandma in SC. now. jet called 255 gen. 255, asked for
Mayo to call in to see her. said to come up. 255 busy.
Mayo in room.

unpacked with new contacts. 255, 255, the police, look for
suitcases for family./ my turn into my
privacy. 255, 255, asked them.
255 had desk 255, 255, maybe Mayo.
amused by 520. sat in lobby for hr.
were still in - Jones. Sorry. We said
try to get it Alotcherry room. Mayo who'd
do May. Ab 185, May + 255 met in
office. Had May contain so we could
dinosaurs.

see second in at Jackson. said. (see my next pg.)
just before, 255 went in 255 office w/
some to New York. Then lunch.
May suggested already due w/ 255, then,
viewed 1st by as sound monitor work.
I concerned w/ gave. Wanted to proceed
in my 2nd way not my 2nd way.
The total divorce & arrange for you
do to see what we had to see.

Dr. only real voice for this contact.
Undertook SW-DM earlier case re ground
with actual give.

Agent in process finalized case irked in the office.
SW - still do x. Don't - no job but who
make sure...

ms said fine. Came up by going into private
...uttered cause of concern to both.

Dict article on 1919 that am think to be fit
...for formal, about to record 7/20 on untagged DoD. And my office, apparent DoD.
...not untagged as/processed.

we notice a memo to file that might:
...mentioned files for back. Otherwise not go, min x... This,
...are carrying records for some note night of 20th
...and see sir Go. Understood more else
...my office other than Night lift. Not clue if
...anyone else went in after that I knew.

...snail had killed w/ 96's me is what

Tagged:

May 1 [from 061], 2 06 [Madison &c.], 1-2 see Go,
[061, snl, cs, Burton] - behind desk. Others in
...front + shown hall. See my note or

30 **ms

50 years. Speaking to DoD - taking lead for lawaff.
...will outline done + describe contents.
...but ignored. snl - DoD once by showed it agreed
...how do for new.

as did, live off each go - snl went + did
...and live off go as proceeded w/these concerns.
Divide what had interest in... more goes. (We
do - enquire ms take + dem ms deal w).
Design +  - promo a 3 6 ne - in cas /
cayac + min.

*Dem said will it does wanted actually do see.
...Did it then...
Don said not immoral, but do be suspected of all wanted to ask to resolve...

The drams in medical - health reform... SD said all cost related.

And ask, SD sent over add'l juven file + 6 boxes to me (2 boxes) when went through other does. SD underlined. SD with go then 60 cost files - get back to SD of any 30/in.

Id'd cateye. It's helpful.

SA stood up 2 play to read docs. SA ask you enjoy it much? SF: not confrably. SA not get into p. Diffused set.

SA sat down & went on. SA underlined - who do on) don't need to be conf'd.

Studied on top of desk. Dialogue: CS said BN enough. SF was way of DE.

SA asked SA if BN was way of marked. BN chacked SA said no. SA put in both @ later.

Ask SA if going over charts. BN juven file for me to take. But SA note.

Don underlined to see later.

Have other 6/1 in other room went into file.
Dr. Bond had been by. Bond by? Both there, not sure if both were here.

Not sure abandonment is no good. SD disagreed.

Dr. Bond asked to have stuff taken to it away. Yes. SD went to no specific, bad order.

Any word. Dr. Bond said always canned. SW - no. Used an extra file drawer. Stuck w/ handles. Holes / clips. SW holes out, put on shelf to work there.

Notes left entry v. go?

Che se bureau officer file? SW took office file. SW put in case. No. SW was an index ref to file out and put matters good. Think was a P's urgency.

95% came here since note. If not, still the feeling. Need to clean up. Told SW went to ask if left @ Hospital.

Had many empty file cases & others, with / or others.


Dint go down shelf.

7/7/77 3:50 PM in my office, several items (e.g., which you will have, be taken) to 6:00. Would like to be 6:00. Must say. Met 3/1 now last 6 mos.
At 11 AM Allen. DM said matter see all but...
ms - read as noon, disc w/ ch 2.
Allen went on 45 min. And wanted to
look @ docs, talk to LC. 12:00 than DM.
Dknt go look @ docs for 22-23.

At end, aA: said there are guys (4) want ms
2 take. DM said g'd haw wild cows.
DM said wanted to disc re CAPS w/ ms.
Fine. Dr. talked.
all stuff to move add'nl mtg; make
arrangements to see Will docs. SN - DM
disc further.

DM described status must - found gun,
last shot race. g'ld aid any the all
also d say. Need to close these ends.
SN - want to conte. Want to do in
any protégé gun.
I conte. ajt. SN handled well,
turned to have 3 go on indefinitely as Dm.

One disc sue:
SN has had access at OFC. 55 involved in,
not recover w/ out consulting DM.
Recall g'd disc. Will conclude or not.
progress - part of ERS. [Disc process?
SN - DM. No sus in 2 7 to 11, but some
Winter ERS. Fm. 100 in d the 100.
SN told we need to use 60's in here ne
progress.

true. And that is fact files. For progress etc.
and to balance.
DM said: We need for, documents. MS gets box + packets up. Make DM downstairs outside under morning. M/M. + 2 other laws outside. DM said to old get 61/2. Only not need to talk paper copy, MS: We will copy but need to move docs + talk to client. Will keep them.

DM: oh, you're offer us. Contract to your care. Take care of.

Attorney to office. Made index. Talked to D/M: said wanted to enough to see docs + talk to justice. CH: don't think. Will review tomorrow. DM: want be loose ends. Play by the press coverage.

For the returns, the suits, fog film, returns kids, much noise from sale stores... went, government.

Will advise do those rest buddies to AN.

2 bags of maybe of memo, showing these items. Don't know why, does not make sense, note sale date, rent, house.

Life like box full.

Eventually, OK talked them all, despite all.

P*** is trying to sell. Don't think to sell.

DM: Don't mind 2 or 6 >50. Most pics/ask. Maybe some together, files. OK saw these 20.

Undoubtedly, if these files are to see if anything is in the way of these 
cleric rejection issues does in office — what 
but no disc index, seal...

CC was taken and then then; what? in for lost AP.
Mike Spafford

Call from Shane BN call to rep. Family of VP and be present at review of office.

9:30 - 10am on 7/22 - put them on loan until 11pm.

They would review contents of office with law enforcement people.

It had and find phone involved.

Convince BN. BN introduced. Obama lots going on.

Introduced to Magistrates.

Thought BN was met in BN office.

Magistrates was asked to watch Magistrates.

Extravagant price (pm. Lots more. BN refused at 7pm.) Nunnally st plan.

BN gave impression he had done an excess.


His suggestion -- he removed dies & details contents and went out way for LE to examine whatever wanted.

Understood BN & Magistrates had worked out concept for removal.
When entered BN, clear had discussions already in Magistries.
BN - preference that personal does not go to MS and MS deal with investigation.
Concern re leads / privacy.
May be been dismissive re USF related and funeral arrangements.
Do not remember anything re May being unhappy, or specific phone calls.

Memorandum/Notes -> privileged and any waiver re...

SN agreed BN review counsel on 7/20 and found nothing - failed test to believe and suspicion, no one else entered SN and interviewed VP secretary.

ABT (pm entered BN. Magistries DOT 7/18 FF 2 SS BN, SN, CS, BB.

Behind desk - only one could see.
Open door BN saying to Magistries who was clearly telling I had for DE types, explaining this 13 how overview going to be done.

Agreed this is how we're doing it now. DE ask Qs. BN answer (it could be done). Private does to MS?
Maghies deal & late.

Maghies said going to be done. Want to look at privileged issues but had objections to reveals done. Agreed would not want review of privilege data late.

Some do sooner than later. This was 1st cast to (a) see if audible note (b) threats (Maghies example - letter containing threat or angry line) (c) review in depth of other does of interest.

Terror → Not unaccounted for. Everyone recognizes different items. This is way to proceed. BN said let's get going:

Computer → asked BN: "Are someone on your staff lost in computer and make me anything in it?"

Determine → have someone on your staff listen to immediately.

Divided into 3 files

1. Right. Some other than late
2. Right item files → all unrelated
(a) asked to have it removed to determine if anything unfiled or related to categories identified by (b). Some entire file cabinets designated as other.
Only point of confrontation - PP x FBS stood up and clearly trying to read buzz eyeside
CS said - "They trying to read docs?" BN
told CS, trying to be cooperative. M ...

Stared on top of desk. As BN described arc
Qs. "May of Metropolitan Wash." map of
Metropolitan Wash have markings on part
Many. BN said no. M asked to put
in file for further review.

And nods of client. went in V/F to
But up note that M wanted to read.

Handwritten notes of names not recognized.

BN said had been retrieved -- maybe

Clear abandonment
As no privilege. Then
BN continued as

Briefcase - M asked if he was to carry
around wherever he goes. BN - no,
another place to put.

BN took out contents, put in desk.

Issue of TO file came up from M - any
TO file? (M) (looking at indicators
of why suicide)

No suicide note, and client may suggest
for play. Very unusual no indication of
why he did what he did. 1. losing focus in mtg.

clippings file:

breast, pulled out contents, stuffed.

folders, loose papers.

think 7/27

Week later — file & 2 boxes of papers and books.

On book had 3 entries of [redacted], with recent entries of [redacted].

A couple of weeks later,

agreed to call on 7/3 am. And will be at

next morning.

file outside office

BN: These are personal effects

2. Synopsis of investigation

— old gun

— no note, most smudged. no note

BN: I want to cooperate

Giving access to office, trying to make sure

whether or not removed. Don't contact

SS involved in discussion.

had impression there would be continuing

discussion between BN and K and BN will not

make every effort to protect integrity of content of

BN and VP without everything and needed

access (use of current phone).
understand there will be attempt to keep integrity of docs in litigation & ongoing investigation. But need to examine docs & issues involved in pending matters.

Covey says will wait for docs in WW lobby. MS says to put mat 1 in box. met under basement awning. Said could get CT subpoena but will prefer to cooperate. MS said will cooperate but want to talk to HT & review what in there.

2 times, maybe Marklin and FSB guy MS and will keep secure. MS said ok, but trust to your custody.

Returned to office and made complete index.

Told next day. Told no note. MS want to talk to family. HT said get back to you; concern re leaks.

\[ MS \]

Index:

- 1 tax return
- FEsignature
- Returns of children
- Bank statements
- Mail / related to former firm
- Personal matters
- Press returned to BN
- Not clearly not personal
- Newspaper articles

small: 2 newspaper articles / stories attached.
Sale of house in Atlanta
rental of CT house
trying to get $55,000 for kids in for 7.

Lots of articles criticizing his
voting record to Sheldon Bar.

PP later reviewed notes, intervened UF
note came out
handwritten notes

2nd set of boxes — inventory
mostly books and pictures

Let them look at everything,
asked that they not collect items.
Desire to sell them,
just ask for confidentiality.

Handling note issues. Only wanted contents
released, not personal note.

Informed note after 14. Also handled virtually
dell related issues.
Spafford - NOTES

Briefcase "WT Travel Office Management WIK" no interest expressed "May Calendar" 2 interested

INDEX

Clinton memos
  2 memos clearly from President sent back to BN

Mineral interests and land apparently relating to inheritance from father?

Nothing in NOTES re Whitewater or other housing real estate apart from matters Father personal

Trash bag from today pilled up three days BN went through trash

4) interested in credit union slip (show balance)

Interest expressed in personal notes - abandonment discussion took place

Burn bag - pilled up very day, all was related. MS remembers BN saying retrieved an
BN

General seeing G & working files and asked by W to look for anything universal.
File up edited on subjects

VF filed anywhere else -- came up but not at meeting. Later asked about files at home.

Letter from BN regarding add'l personal files dated 7/27.
6/14 official coding date - Assr. Ens. L.
Late May started coming in every day
Parker

9120. No subst. Alice. 11pm. Talked.

7/21 - 9 am win new stuff off. All in.

Talked to place black/gray. Shadley at 836 Age

Then in 801/2.

9120 raised (1) yes, still read - 30/40 yes. others

Listen to any news tonight. Make 76 on 11.

On 7/22 call Dr. Clay. saw ref. office said he had

Put in at hand. He asked. He asked.

He was later, went 10 to 12. He asked 12.

The killed is at home. 9120 said to consider.

Says 10/15 tell Jim H.

Decided 9120 said off. 9120 called 9120

1 go on ground. 1 later of 9/1 and 28/2.

Book awhile to get up at office.

2 calls. 6:30 go on.

2) 9120 wanted to go into office.

At 12 were 6 - 45 over and in 60/2. It was

I didn't know what to do. I do. / 28/2

on it invest. 1 took 9120 down.

Decided to call Phil H. or maybe Shadley.

Called Shadley.

At 12 go. 9120 + Wear - went w/ 80 in 8:30 in body.
Dec: 17th 1959

Weather: Sunny, mild.

Staff: No change.

Room: Office. Discussion on wire to be next day.

People: Mayor, Adams, etc.

Office: Mayor attended.

Explain: 10 am, read. Mayor said good thinking, no to lay not right.

Explain: White house to show Mrs.

Mr. Adams had written a note to lay it in the office.

Mayor agreed to pick him up on next day.

This turned off been busy. Mr. Mayor contends maybe at Cane Syrup. Don't need card received.

No explicit understanding as to process - just that cold came into office to look next day. Also reg to other sees next am. Mr. Adams had reg to make see Cane Syrup. So the cold lay to be that right. Helpful in now's 3-30 to 4-30.

Cooperated with. No expression dyspleasure.

[Signature]
Then I must deny that all said prof. (as)
no expression day two

ultimately undactul gourse jog into.

suicide or exertion note.

Might be "" - and hence.

Nic only to 1 hr. Mostly 8/7 are we OK?
Office procedures.
No 1/6 to 2 or more of us proceed.

Got last bg. Put on the 1/6 note.

Goring sees for unknown. 1 5/4, Deb, Linda & deputy.

As asked to be back with the present @ int.

Explain I wanted to ensure, turns into
1 5/4, tell khoda... 1 5/4, give dyke help.

Deb confirmed sand she had been calling
1 75 freq. precisely days we warned
about him. 15-30 mins.
While in door that night.

Athens -

CM, molly, Delays, ... - disc re Lt. Land.

CP & GB: same as for memo.

CS - sherry 1 25/1 100 155 (minutes?) in mug

SN - Deb

Notes of interview - 1 181-6

CP - joke heard in t onto - anything ok.

Handless: no rep 10/12/81,

Handoff interview CP (left readily leaked further CP note).
No sign to CS/ST presence, think.
Made ... my & aueh.
Sue talks to facilitators,
(see BR note on x.)
ST told CS Deb didn't want family call
Sue she goball. Yes - she told
her to + she did.

Dear clintners, wanting to go into
office. Marylee & Adams


Saw Dr. reef, then in office.

Saw here in process on file.
AT part of 2 + CS about
its. Maybe you'll come from this.

AT returned. Allen told CS + maybe Mary
will tell see n office. AT

Describe docs. Mary the clear
AT 2 CS of the concern. CS talked to all.
Saw other desk of AT 2 A.

AT in (no). + in AT

Ultimately AT said proceed this way,
AT pick up + describe docs,

As you say. May since impressed shying by a lens.

To into office. AT sat faced desk.
AT, see, CS, all CS (in room), 2 A.

(see) 00120

AT describe docs

CS some notes, shying some AT comments.
Both notes thin we over line.
No one else taking notes.
Not very sure.  May be in the drawer.  Need to ask.  Need to ask what she needs.  Need to ask what she needs.
At 1725 LST, SS-Dubnyk, CS could not be sealed anymore, so did not wet any more.

At 1736 LST

CS held CS to get Maggie in to go then "yes, it's still^

Moot: AR or SA held back to Maggie.

Brabant Aube (Note: Dec. 12) VC

That wanted to get for AR, 

Needed to be 100% 00. The Blind Turk.

1146. 245 sent from AR, 520 had.

No document recall re land
g

To disarm recall re land
g

Talking to AR: Behind VC lead, AR said

not able to retain all does there, CS - will prepare (not described) but not

real^ there, 20x 4 legal cases, is - not done, but 17N. 20x can in

not up. Are 7 records ask?

CS left.

CS to put Susan Thomas in what
did happened. Here records been.

Fri. 12/1/ Jorge for funeral.

Sat. - San beef.

Mon. - Creek level in.

Two pm. - 10pm called to AR office, 500 there. Tol. 25

are. 150 concerned - I released

not buy or so, need that, AR, ask to draft same re travel office.

Rest few days - 10 in that.

F 126858
B&O notation - find in 1 of 97's back case.

Post re note:

Then - Put 281 in memo 
9/24 anyone 92.

As for release of note, B&O decided not to release until month 5.

The 7/30 - note. Left by AP to come back to receive the middle pile.

Before note released, B&O decided to get all B&O to handle.

As the integrity consider all other loans, 281, 282, the others, int & ir, int E. The others -

B&O & CS - noted don't keep all releases in note.

B&O didn't what will left note released.

Note on to receive.

Small pile.

7/30 noted to phone B&O.

08/11/47:

Doc will not join.

And 1/2. Something wrong.

Agreed that it will.

And 2/17. Works also, no issues.

So said. Don't get down.

No recall, when it does.
Dec. 16th file issue. 7K 12 18 draft 6 files of Magg. No cloth on record in Barnett. 7/27 4 p.m.

27 160
Came to counsel's office
6/14/93 and came in regularly late May. Associate Counsel.
Foster, 7/24

Come to meeting at 9.
Melanita talking to BN

Said in BN

we filed in -- few issues needed
to be discussed. One issue -- whether
VF should be sealed. Some

"A" and yes. Others thought

reaction

Chung -- wasn't VF left landed.

Gun found in left hand

Call made to SS to post guard. Seemed

to take awhile. Got guard.

PPRumblings. Wanted to guard

VF office. BN not sure how

intend to DOS (Armyman) with

coordinate.


not sure

where PP were

Dean. Bill Kennedy left to deal to

PP w/knife.

Preddick left.

4 p.m.

BN mentioned calls from DOT PBE &

PP. Discussion.

Public -- questions about
May 190067 → attendees

Pete Markland et al.

may have been one more 55.

preliminaries --

asked general Qs at VF

BN said sealed at 10

Maglies said good idea

Ted said / Truth with capital stood

in Bill's Week's Office. Everyone agreed

from child mode and part in

VF office. Sylvia Maloney (going

at Brain Gap) Gene Spelling?

returned Brain Gap.

shipped credit card receipts.

made request to interview secretaries.

clear store to come on Thursday

Bill Budin wanted personal effects to

give A. Prior to give to VF.

understood

Anti-crime board of America stop in note

resulted in Maglies mentioning

this.
Saw function as facilitation.

New with asked that get latest. Bad anything about family calling event back in and some added.

New with at one of meetings re procedures.

Group meeting again. BN and guy in BN discuss Martin. BN, ungainly on phone. Heyman can't hear comments. Cliff S. said yield

No method of procedures. Talk to BN.

BN talked to Phil Heyman. CS put him on phone.

Had been restored in BN/Phil H. Call.
CS took to old DB conference. Stayed around few hours.

VF: Brenda Braham left
2 FBI: Namith
2 SS: Scott Saltier
2 PP

Margaret Adams

Notes reflect only BN comments, not Comms.

No one else taking notes.

3 piles → Fosters personal
→ interest in seeing
→ everything else privileged from related

Scott Saltier stood up.
Namith: "Lost at guy. He's looking at does." Was. Too different from understanding.
"You're not f*cking up to code, act does are you?"
"Let's not get carried away."
BN: "I'm not saying that."
CS: "affiliated. Joked"
middle pile file

1108

1000-31
1108-24
1103-06
1167
1210-76
1277-80 1281
1282
1149 ?
1149
1150
1125-27
1140-43

Think brief case toward end of afternoon.
refer in regard to Thore of House
Agent file.

Knew BN had VP file on War Powers be
agree it to hand in Sept/Oct.

End January, agree personal efforts to
Stafford. It want be no one.
personal does, tallits Stafford/Amtrak.
Outsiders left
WHTO Management Review

Said in presence BN said get Maggie to begin Clinton personal staff

Became most BR with BN a

Newman did.

1146 - Brantly Buch - 7/15 BL irregular

Lately - talking to BN. He raised issue

whether he should retain all docs. Should


Left Agreement at end of Newman that

Office could no longer be sealed.

Bennie on phone w/ Susan Thomsen

talking way in which review had

been conducted.

Sent Benn blank

mem/3 iss/ 3/3 conf.

6/27 Tues night asked to come to BN office,

told act note had been turned over.

Q & A on note.
Found in one of UF's files:

FBT interviewed. People are lined up, info handled.
Getting data in a row for release.

7/30 FBT notes

PP reviewed → CS may initiate call to PP

Bly under investigation. Haymer Ballard OPR involved. FBT busy. WRT
rest, public integrity
Usher's → Newshoe/Neil
rest → Sloan/Berrie

CS → go according to previous practice

December — Joel & CS said to WDC file.
called Evelyn.

Bad tried to reach VF daily. Day 1
home. Unlike VF not to call back.
Beep.

In reception area —
outside HRC office.

Evelyn -> she asked
-to go to George Pastrin (?).

People milling. Sitting in her office.
MB handed stint. -> Clapeto.
Went back upstairs. 9:38 - 10 pm

Worried about HRC schedule
Know it will change.
Went to MW sec. back to office.
Went back by. No notice
of Council's office.

People around—maybe cleaning
people. Not staff people.
Door open.
Light on. Went in.

Patsy at Vice's desk when MW entered.
Eyes red / tears.

Patsy: 'If we're not, give Lisa comfort.'
Looking at pix.
Sitting on chair. Soothing.

BN. Sitting back of head, in front
of VF desk.
There about 5 minutes.
Got up. Walked out. Left Patsy
in office.

Back to Council's office. Maybe Bruce. First
then George. Recall being in
staircase w/ BN.
Evelyn took home. Told to VRC later. Trying to comfort.

News account in search of VROffice.

7/12 - got call from BN late p.m.
I'm dispersing files in VROffice.
Ending material to CIA.
Giving material to other lawyers.
Can't get papers belonging to other.
Need to get to personal lawyer.

Knew search was over.

Not huge emergency.

Things all over office. Stacks. Drawers open.

[Redacted] BN said - Please are files.
[Redacted] look around see if anything forgotten.

In mind - Chelsea. VF had one stacked left to Chelsea by Mr. Rodham.
Related to blind trust. In V's head. Looking for anything related to
Peds. Did see something said "mean..."
tax. Picked up. Added to pile.
BN in. out to talk call
MW in. in. - few calls.

Called BB. Barnett in process.
But before, got to VT office a while
3. He said - when ready, send someone
to pick up.

Late in day. Next day VF funeral.
BB did want to keep around.
Called BB or SB. not going to
send today.

Didn't review pile assembled by
BN.
BN 5
When MW got to office. BN said
called to BTS. Had impression BB
said OK.

Called HRC in Ave. Have files.
Not to Barnett. She said call Cadgen
Hicks. Looked closet. 3rd floor.

Called Cadgen. Said need to put stuff
in closet.
Waked over to residence. Caryl already on ground flrm. Waiting to catch metro before dark.

Caryl must have come with papers. Pushed things aside inside closet to make room for box.

Didn't think from where closet was. Think Caryl had to show where. MM got key.

Br on plane. Susie. Nothing available.

26th Monday. Didn't think about files.

B came to see HR about something on 7/5/7. Tuesday. MM came to 2nd floor to see HR and BR.

What else files. B got to get someone from office.

When office called opened door. Taped box. Taped it. Didn't open. MM signed something.

Never heard about it.
By then knew about art, saw
several mentions of Kaki
and renovations related to press questions.

Absolute sure did not know
about note.

 last Renovation file asked Billie,
if not personal. BN said no,
that is a working file.
Forty days — didn’t know it already in box vague how it happened.

Called ABC — could have made call from either Drie. Remember going back and forth from office.

Destination was personal lawyer. Their documents. Put in residences.

Clothes — how nice he cold when clothes.

OK if a safe in area. Lock on door.
But only recently looking. Not then.

Didn't even reject idea. Never even
thought of keeping in own office.

Did it BN around to ask/refer to
about waiting hearing does in VR
office.

When she was there, not comfortable
Pending any delay in residence.

Needed to know where to put them
when house empty.

Met Resident base of elevator.
Attire, would be have known
when 3rd Floor Closet was.
So assume Haber went too.

Chelsea Rd Grade Candid in closet.
Insurance records. 15

Rerouting. Couldn't take seriously by
No public funds. Kaki had
Dee and rat's temperament. VF got
very serious. Well an was way to being
restored at time of death.
Unclear or unclear, want to decrate
Use by trying to please
Deerat from the unlimited budget

If ever one need one or two
extract in case grape juice.

Interpreted about issue
6/6 note -- exchanged
with Mr. Newman.
7/22. In VP office looking and I see if add
is filed. Did not out.
Can't remem.. We found you box,
in box already, got it elsewhere.
Box in VP office or reception area not
in VP office.
Doesn't recall if MW or someone else asked
to help. No recall him in VP
office.

Called 2x to find out what to do if
doesn't work. Maybe been in
VP office.
Takin' calls from our office.
Goin' back & forth VP-MW office at
done here. Chere called Hale from
VP office.
Why call Hale - their files; go to their box;
will be in them here.
Assumed MW reps for mail get it to later.
None that 3/1 box.
Mr. bumps cloths from somewhere, in his office?

Very fine. Is it any way how we will look in John.

Not aware any safe in the office.

Key exchange.

Office used as conf in occ by fall 57 small offices. Then not locked.

Never told about setting in Mr. MCC's office, y

That isn't so far to record.

They not by value was.

Doesn't recall not 3D. Here when devolved

do move; not to meet in Darnell maybe.

Some nuclei about task moves does. If unclear.

really into files not many ago, so let it stay 1 date.

Just that just in nature.

Didn't know much... Not comfortable even just being anything in world any where, all

Time will be anything in funeral.

No recollection carrying box to Mr. MCC's office.

Newman clothes, fruit, paper delivered to

Mr. W. who then takes over is record.
No recall of anyone within the old area.
Dont recall any one else in area.

But Carlyle in hall by door up...

She made up
der with them...

Not sure
knows where now was then.

Now know...
3rd for closet is...

Attached closet - always used as closet for guest...

- Chelsee's old jingle cards, in sets

On these book cases etc...

Now shelves...

...advice/resume - see more involved after Vf death.

WV involved too.

Addl done worry of about - yellow, no public... at

rabi's dinner fragment. WV viewed

...covered seriously...

...well in way do being resolved by.

Signature again? WV note.

I'd renew file. WV, said part of
any problem in office.

She had copies
Vf molest show her renew. Does. None does.

Dont recall being WV file on renew.

Sure file.
Dont recall don't feel in we office off note.
Talked lot w/ SW re issue: Shell
Dev'd docs w/ him, added 's very now
7/20 late in evening between 8-8:30 dinner

Seaoning: Lydia Benning
Sister, husband

Around 10 p.m. (1 glass of wine) As leaving
Page went off, called switchboard.

Watkins wanted to call back, held.
5 minutes. Voice has killed himself

Watkins - we're here at VF house.
We want you to go to VF office to look for
survivors note.

Went into office, purse etc.
Went to 1st floor, ran into Bernie.
Said: David asked me to look for note. Going to
Vivian Fields' office. Clean lady.

Went into VF - cleaning lady. Opened
lights on.
It left note, we'd have been so much place.

BN entered w/P.T. Vindy distraught. Set behind desk.
Looked at top of desk-in drawers. Surface. Anything just sticking out.
Locked in briefcase. Lots of files.

BN left VF office. MW entered.
Sat in sofa. Started talking. Crying.
A lot. Upset tears. Talk about Vindy.
So many conversations on spa w/VF.
Can't imagine being there without.
Chatted here for several minutes.

BN back in. MW left. 2-3 minutes.
Later BN & P.T left VF office.

Seemed to say how long. Maybe less than.
20 minutes.

Maggie nothing.
BN nothing.
P.T nothing.

Back to last floor. Dana Lawrence.
Pt. Deb Cole

Called David back.
OR making any calls from VF office.

To say hadn't found anything.

Page David to call me.

Whatever. DW said tell get press release delivered to VF house.
Delivered press release personally.
In house 5-6 minutes.
Had call drop close to house. Walked.

Talked to David W.

Cheryl Anthony.

Remember Milt being there.
Press no longer.

Week made.

Meet Monday—Friday/Sat/Sun

Brag PT, BK, and/or VF

Brief FBI—midweek.

David returned from FBI.

Briefed trade—rec. re termination

70 employees.

Management Audit—7/2
Safes - didn't even know had responsibity for safes when NY Post story came out. Called Chuck Basely in late Feb, early March.

Nothing about safe.

Never had any conversation/
knowledge of
movement of documents.

determined there had ever been safe in VF office.

Did not go to general.

No knowledge of security
locks in office.

PP interview week after - 2 men
request for interview came from W&CO.
Interrogated those around 7/20.
in WV. Not long.
OR discussing about liberty
that night.
Next day helped get guard.
July 12

David Williams
Tim Dudley

7/20 - Son @ 3PM left 8-1/20. Dinner Jan 21.
Found: Call to Glen, Seymour, Linda, Samuel +
Sam. Left outside. Dinner. Lucky @ 10.
1 pm. Wash. Call B. 1 pm. Washer 8-1/20.
OK.

late? Gave B. 12 do call back.

- Any phone. Hold while get on
phone. 2 mins. Come on line -
I do call back. Back to. And like this.
after Work can 1 do, we're out. You
2 do. We're at tech.
We found you 2 go do office + see if
left something note.

Later w/ Mack, Webb ... M & D = we
tool stock. Called Linda. Sued by 21. Offered to
go w/ C. 9pm. Left off
Get 2 3pm. Lie. Linda got reminded to
look @ call - only gave him 2nd
written in call. Don't remember backing
for it. Don't remember backing.

We're at tech. Phone off. Took 6th
alarm. Out some dinner. Dining in answer the ringing.

Pent up to 1st level. Since 3/21.

Told him to fake been asked to do. But need it in 1 day.
Get 2 7 3/21. He's all
again. All dolls + lights. Clay locally can get in 7 3/21. 37 went in,
left alone - easy is found. Took check on
in drawers. Don't know if clay search born key.

Walk in? 1st. - due do note.
Search - tools, utensils, dish, table, gunned
No talk to DW re bowel fire. Only write note - want finding 2 be here.

7/20
- not in R/W office. No T/L CE
- no effort safe comb in.

Had map to see how far in safe. That day came even. Somw 2 safe in R/W office
- no known safe right 20th.

never instructed anyone to remove safe and assumed anyone.

- My 7/20, so come and anything in R/W office.

Paul got about note from AIR Post?
May be here in 20.
Stayed here. Dident go to funeral.

Didnt know if Jack looked in office. Isnt anyone in today to check.

May be been called so get see gel in office.
Count recd all see gel who 26 do in 1-2 days only.
- Anywhere - gel there? - next wkt.

08/14/85, 2 men,

Roy's, Jim's office, dont go people and at the
tracks. No obj with big @ man, or discuss shop in office. Not u, buy.

Told what happened that night.
On what electrical stuff? outside VP has when got there. Send letter.
No subst thru.
No can we do.
Dont recall come re outside office —
that was asked do put files
called 53 — asked to send someone.
Called at 11 - here between 11-12
what to do - to Meet's in early a.m.
wait until EF
arrived from LR at 5. JH called at
5 the line at 6.

what to do?

Mark, George,f Gean.
63, Reeder, Reno.

free facing... produc to DTS
redactions.

JH: privileged material
- Do Pri.
- RC

- need to protect reputations
- raising whether redactions
prem wway to go.
aware I pronounced wide west of it - didn't know what she thought

Don't remember final decision - shift of mood among #1 #27 redactions politically sensitive

Press had to make decision.

Some received no press release.

Lisa no real objection.

Lisa there at 6

Decision made to get Janet & Phil here.

Issue - assert this was a private doc.

Not true when Janet & Phil received doc last came in later & said had concerns about making it public.

Some aspect foremost in Janet's mind. Told Janet & Phil that didn't want no — wanted PP to have it. Called PP. #7 didn't want to see it.
All took place in bank's office.

Turned over to a lady pp. 9 p.m.

50 - shared Gold bond up earning.

10 - H. mentioned him about something.

I wrote I already been bad deals for pp. if called -- "not worth remedying."

Between 9-10 p.m.

Dear George, Max George,

Mark, George, Bonnie

Considering what fan to Lisa.

Talked about definition of privilege.
I'm not sure what you mean by "investigate in 2005." Could you provide more context or clarify your question?
Discussing re direct taking regarding for investigation
King porn, BB into his BS. Talk VP. Need to
10/MM + — — — the Webb. DC at shot
control. 60/MM in what coin to coin.
1. 6, 8, 10, 12. Yes, 6 — — again, goodbye.

I see next day DW office new doc. 68 most
al them do what have to. Shot here. Lift. May not
have and mighty.

Next…Mon. learned of note. Call back to Mach + Saffen
in Vic. in Mach office.
Gen. C.

Che on a 6 to 10 new event - note.

Some action has release to public.

Abroad is able to learn bef. note released.

Next few days due due daily report.

They've been on course. They've been on course of note.
Concerned to verify Foster using WJC, HRC. Foster F-1 aged to Foster home person.

Mark called -> returned to residence
Gene/Geaux -> who had impression office sealed from this conference

Gene called love sand hailstorms occurred needed supervision made more

Known BN there

Tom Collier
Crest Babbage

Gene next week said intern kept not satisfied. Called BN to offer services brokerage deal process. Collier satisfied.
Note

Bruton called mid/late pm. had never less gotten back to business with unsettled;

Privacy

Executive privilege

wanted to see note - touch feel made sure VF

Lisa Carter secured & appreciate need to turn over.

Don't think I should get this. Turn over to PP.
BN hand out note - interviewed

About 5-6

Turned up around 8 or 8:30
Any docs in doc/lose/ sealing office? No.

These focus - confirm back, perjoy Ass, HR, Client, have to go to (discussed a) SS protection instead. 

Mrs. get in touch w/ his mother.

Mr.Over more than 8th or less? Paly in 8th to deal w/ authorities.

88 - Mr.'s office. 88 - common.

Don't recall any other sealed.

why? 30 + 88 (w) Reason -
he said office had been locked or sealed.

Cross had been notified.

[Handwritten text and crossouts in the document.]

[ SEAL OF THE COURT ]
21st - no recall sorry to VJ office 2/98.
BN - kindergarten girl? Cherie bragged about coloring, but not from then.
Any role re AP - assigned as go-to BN, told him to handle appr, 2/98.
Any talk re 21st? No, only discussion.
Wid be certain follow-up.
Don't recall with Queen there.
Disc re priv., etc., 21st, maybe, discussed approach but none specific: recall.
Im Collier - chieffiff Shacklett, DO 1
No case w/her in search.
Next who? DG test M, DO 1/AP not fully satisfied.
BN very nervous /BN.
Collier express concern to DG.
M called BN in office. Such underst. need to be told but orderly process.
Highly desirable & if proper protocol
need to be done.
Do right thing days later that.
Collier was happy w/process.
Think case of note found but Cherie
been there before.

Mr. every 1. In Chieffiff Collier - AP recalls - 2/98, said
BN's among cleaning up / getting for family.
Ind, tried 1st case my self, then,
fallen out. Faced boy. Petted with
BN's note. No. 2/11 got on phone.
Regarding, shocked, fined, fined, bimby,
knocked around, anger to move on,
reflected reg. feelings. Trouble.
3:45 pm
She raised legal issues - more privacy.
I at Hill Ave,
I said let me confer w/ DC
Confused. Some man - burdened, why not just admit, don't try, still hang over - my sister thinks, but SQ
called fill, should be up, to EDD, talked more.

3:50 pm
Wanted to see note, confirm thing, to call DC to win all those legal issues.
Beg 1st day on.
I satisfied legal issues not include attorney.
BQ had confided it to Jan as privacy.
Stayed note - no understanding what means.
Notify. Don't EF, then, pray, another, then year.
In way to DC, to arrive 3:41.
3:54 pm
Full smile. Didn't want to drill further heavily. 3-5 pm 1st real break in school. Mr. told over. 8:30 came in. Don't think wanted to see. Described. Sped them over. 10 mins.
If came to visit. Disc'd of him in DC office, got arrived in middle.
Said 5 yr. for reviewing.

8:30 pm
Advised them over JR. Already
sickly8/7 why - anyone delayed.
DC, 800, M, Jim?, JR, PM
as outlined to JR. She took note to 8:00
and by. Not P,S, legal issues...

9:00 pm, 8:30 to 8:50 w/ Mr. Debated 8
stay, started note.
Indwirawd 11, DC × R. It was found. Took note.
Press on everything this.

Pulled mail
63 & Mark divided calls

Waded up CNN picture - 1 hr limit

Press not Q from caller.

That night:

clangle what

Wrighting -- Conversations preparing for

Briefing who said he had asked

in VP Office for note.  (Begun at noon)

Conversations of Gergen reported that

Office locked.  Knew that from Bullock.

Never went self to VP Office.

No knowledge of

PP procedures

No knowledge of

PP discussions

As per rec 18 note.

Official business / personal to VP Clinton

Told by BN or CLP.

Bigger, some in December.

Divided into these 3 and nothing taken

out.
Went back to BN - Kansas City and asked him how divided.

May be CS

Foster
July 20 - Dru in LR live from her room.
She across hall as a
Bull & Pull & told - body, steth
ra, self inflicted
Pulled & shot. 85 & me. Switk called &
She called w/ problem & said
60 not 80. Then me & the & phone
caller - scream out.
All into may room. So when this called
a flash light not see 1st.
Talked to Dru - went to her family.
Tell contact of police & friend from here.
Talked to Dru. He going in there.
Maybe next time in mins to be see him.
Came to B.C. office to DC. He was locked. Scaredness unknown from Bell GS - about 10:12.

Magazine -> MC office & guys gross talk.

Pulled over to AS's office. Left midnight.

Peter Bearden.

No further discussion as what to do w/ docs. Re note -> do I send it w/ memo.

Told my people

721, 55, DO I met in MC office. CS, BS,

83 so thin files. Distribute me - off 'l burr, ft. jurol + cl. jurol.

In July got re who do work.

In Dec - understood 3 others. One removed.

Just office before me.

 Went to AS again & asked

now decided,

- re was file, understood =) w/c.

Know stupid & oleus re which guys send to.

Know 0 about the dummy.